
A DECREE OF THE COUNCIL OF THE AREOPAGUS 

(PLATES 63, 64) 

[ N 1436 Cyriacus of Ancona copied thirteen consecutive lines of an inscribed text 
11 from a block which he saw probably along the line of the Post-Herulian Fortifica- 
tion Wall near the Eleusinion; 1 this area is currently included in the Agora Exca- 
vations. The copy, apparently starting from the top of a column, begins in the middle 
of a set of procedural regulations governing the cases of those in arrears in payments 
to the public treasury and the disposition of property held as security against such 
payments. Clearly one or more columns of text from the beginning of the document 
are lacking. The block was subsequently broken up and lost. A large piece has 
turned up among the Elgin Marbles in the British Museum (P1. 63, a).2 The texts 
of A. Boeckh (C.I.G., 354), W. Dittenberger (I.G., III, 39) and J. Kirchner (I.G., 
II2, 1104) combined this with the transcript from the manuscripts of Cyriacus. To 
this piece A. E. Raubitschek has found three additional joining pieces, two from 
the Athenian Agora (I 3155 and 1 5740) (P1. 63, b) and one in the Epigraphical 
Museum in Athens (EM 3013) (P1. 63, c) ; ' all of these preserve portions of the 
text copied by Cyriacus. One of the pieces from the Athenian Agora (I 3155) pre- 
serves portions of a second inscribed face (Face A) (P1. 64, d) which Cyriacus did 
not see. Raubitschek identified also a fourth piece, again from the Athenian Agora, 
(I 5198) (P1. 64, e) which preserves additional lines from the text of Face A and a 
portion of an uninscribed face to its left (Face D). These new fragments have been 
edited by E. W. Bodnar, S. J.4 The reconstruction of the text of the face read by 
Cyriacus (Face B) has since been improved by J. H. Oliver.5 To the preserved 
fragments one more can be added which preserves the heading of the document from 
the top probably of Face A (I 6783) (P1. 64, f). Photographs of all of the inscribed 
surfaces are here supplied for the first time, as well as certain details of the dimen- 
sions and proveniences of the various pieces. The individual fragments thus far 
Identified are: 

'E. W. Bodnar, S. J., Cyriacus of Ancona and Athens, Collection Latomus, XLIII, Brussels, 
1960, p. 36, pl. III, and p. 40, no. 50. 

2 E. L. Hicks, The Collection of Ancient Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum, London, 
1874-1916, p. 122, no. 50. I am indebted to B. F. Cook, Assistant Keeper, and William Cole, 
Museum Assistant, of the Department of Greek and Roiman Antiquities, the British Museum, for 
a squeeze and a description of the stone. The photograph is reproduced by courtesy of the Trustees 
of the British Museum. 

3 Mrs. Dina Peppas-Delmousou has generously assisted in locating, the provenience of this stone. 
The photograph is reproduced by courtesy of the Greek Archaeological Service. 

4Bodnar, op. cit., pp. 137-138, 145-150. 
5 " The Athens of Hadrian," Les Empereurs Romains d'Espagne, Paris, 1965, pp. 129-130. 
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a) Four joining pieces (Pls. 63, 64, a-d) which preserve a small portion of 
Face A (on I 3155), the complete width of Face B, and a small uninscribed portion 
of Face C to the right of Face B (on EM 3013); otherwise broken away above, 
behind, and below. A small bit of uninscribed area at the top of EM 3013 on Face B 
indicates that the topmost line is also the first line of text on that face. The two 
pieces from the Athenian Agora were found the one on December 17, 1935, in a 
modern house wall over the east end of the South Stoa (N-O 16), and the other on 
March 27, 1939, in a Byzantine context west of the Panathenaic Way, southwest 
of the Eleusinion (S 22). The fragment in the Epigraphical Museum was inven- 
toried on August 17, 1871. It was purchased after having been discovered in the 
Daskalakis House at the northern foot of the Acropolis. 

Height, 0.22 m.; Width (Face B), 0.589 m.; Width (Face A), 0.215 m. 
Inv. B.M.I., no. 50, EM 3013, I 3155, I 5740. 

b) A large fragment preserving portions of Face A and of the uninscribed 
Face D to its left; broken away on all other sides, above and below. Found on January 
29, 1938, at the surface outside the Market Square in the area south of the Church 
of the Holy Apostles (F 19). 

Height, 0.15 m.; Width (Face A), 0.39 m.; Width (Face D), 0.59m. 
Inv. I 5198. 

c) A fragment preserving portions of Face A, of an uninscribed area of Face B, 
and of the top of the monument; broken away below and on the other sides. A 
moulding 0.10 m. high has been chipped away across the upper edges of both pre- 
served faces. Found in May of 1957 in modern house walls soutlh of the Market 
Square. 

Height, 0.21 m.; Width (Face A), 0.15 m.; Width (Face B), 0.45 m. 
Inv. I 6783. 

From these preserved pieces the following composite dimensions can be given: 

Height, greater than 0.30 m.; Width of Face B, 0.589 m.; Width of Face A, 
greater than 0.39 m. 

Height of letters, 0.012-0.013 m. 

Face A 

vaccat 0.10 m. to moulding 
[EIT apxovro?H--- ---IaXX vE pv KpV 

[K-caVroD- - - - - ?-r- - - - - ---to]i 'A4 A ovov Face B 
[Ee 'lOV E??8?]?EV T?t EA unin- 
[pEt'OV '7a'yov 3ovXt?-----------] Xao-tv r scribed 

5 [?.. I 
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[ ? - lacuna of indeterminate length - - -- 
[?]------------------]hep 0po' I Face B 

[?]~~~~~~~~T~o'gXap.t lines 
[-vov--a - --- - - - - - - - - - - - ]r9 s a"vo eq.[ 1-3ne 
[/536vvavo T s--? - -] ov&iiva a[ . .] 1-3 

L?--------- -- traces - --- - -?-- --- 
L ? -- -- lacuna of indeterminate length - - -] 

10 [... ..... ] d'vpaaw Trs, -TaVE?ro[-- 
[Map A3 prXL o] v 'AXKa,uE'vr v AarTpE [?u---] 
[.. .ot ca 8.. Lf Oap4`rXov avrotg ToV Ka[- 
[ ca-8-9 *V] O ̂T)r,gE P(Vr [ ?I 

[??I 

Face B 
vacat 

Face A 8EXovTat TO apyvpOv, EirtT4tutov op tvErwcav av 

lines ToW KaTa T-)v rr, 7g aTGEOtaa 4tav. Eav 8E ot rapa 

6-9 8'OVrEs ELcEpELpV /u) /flv\9KOTa K] F)Ta [Ep@V]. 

Face A VITEVOVVOL EO-Tco-av IpIJJOTov /LEv EKaTooTLtatcp TOK( 

Traces of a+k' ovi 80ov 7rouo-aa-Oca Tr-qv EW_08Pv OVK EITOtUVrav 5 
three lines ro, pypt Iqvcov a4XXa ovo Tr s rEXEvTatag abdo 

~ocTEw% /LET TV~ L.?vag TOVTOV19 EL /.LEVOLEV ooceXS ,uTa oE Tov uva oovetVOV 

/UL7 ITElVOO/LEVOL, agro&oo0&cav ot apyvpoTa/Ltat JL ETa 

TOV K7)pVKOg TraS vr00')Ka% e Ox6vI Tcov aviaq E tOvav 
Xvo-ao-Oat Ee'()KovTa -/lEpc)V gTpa)rOv IuEv TOV 5E50KO 10 

Trv, ELTa Ka T)Ov EyyV7)TCW o0TVEs VITEV vvot av 

WCMT TOv EV8E)O-aPTcov, 00 [ XvrEs] e-)KOvTa 7)-.atpcov 
a []o ]'XoVO_V 3KTET [a]t. 

Critical Apparatus: Face A, line 8 Bodnar NAIIOOI. Additional letters have been 
read in lines 11, 12, and 13. Face B is basically Bodnar's text as revised by Oliver. 
The underlined letters are no longer visible on the stone. Additional letters from 
the stone are read in lines 2, 4, 6. For a fuller apparatus see Oliver. 

Face A, line 5: only the tops of the dotted letters are preserved. Line 8: the dotted omicron 
and theta are based on clear traces of circular letters. Only the top of the dotted alpha is preserved. 
Line 11: only the ascending leg of the dotted alpha is preserved. Line 12: the outline of a 
triangular letter beneath the corrosion attests the dotted alpha. Line 13: the dotted iota is pre- 
served on the break. 

Face B, line 1: the lower halves of the dotted letters are preserved. Line 3: only the upper 
extremities of the dotted letters on the central piece of the fragment are preserved. Traces of all 
strokes of the dotted final nu are preserved very faintly beneath a gouged portion of the stone. 
Only the initial vertical bar of the dotted final nu is preserved. 
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Two other Athenian documents with their headings preserved have been identi- 
fied as actions of the Council of the Areopagus: the hypomnematismos honoring 
Titus Statilius Lamprias 6 of A.D. 40-42 and the decree honoring Marcus Ulpius 
Eubiotos 7 of A.D. 230. The heading of the former includes the archon date, the civil 
date within the year, the identification of the decreeing body and its meeting place, 
and finally the name of the speaker followed by Xoyovg Ero0Vcraro (-verba fecit). 
The text of the decree follows, introduced by the single word oe ( censuere). 

The latter document, which is preserved in two fragmentary copies, is not 
without problems. That portion of the text identified usually as the decree of the 
Council of the Areopagus (Gerusia, no. 31, lines 32-43 and lines 44-60 on frag- 
ment d; Gerusia, no. 32, lines 21-29) was initially restored by Oliver as a decree of 
the demos. The restoration was altered to that suitable to a decree of the Council 
of the Areopagus when he believed that fragment Gerusia, no. 31 a belonged to 
Gerusia, no. 32, and paralleled lines 24-33 of Gerusia, no. 31. Meritt's rejection 
of Gerusia, no. 31 a, as part of Gerusia, no. 32, and his addition of a new fragment 
of Gerusia, no. 32, would result in the following composite text of lines 21-22 
(Meritt): 

[ ?--] K0Ka& WoV avrov UL7VOT V EL V. yVCO/.LVql ayopEvcavrog 
Av~p [ ? Ev r~cE/WOra] 

[Tri O-VVE8pkT r>] /3ovX9js vacat ErqpcXo-e o iTpoE8pO vac [at 
EOeEV rj et 'Apeov 'Ar6yov f3ovX) vaccat] 

The underlined letters were supplied from Oliver's text of Gerusia, no. 31 a, and 
were retained by Meritt. There is not even confirmation from length of line for 
these restorations. Meritt has restored lines 28-29 on the basis of Oliver's initial 
restoration of Gerusia, no. 31, lines 39-40: KacaOTEp ) /3ov] I X7i) TrEp& ro[vircov rpo] - 
E/3ovXEVcraro, although Oliver would hesitate to accept such in a decree of the Council 
of the Areopagus. I.G., 12, 3699, and the occurrence of the word vaT,yo riano-at 
(Gerusica, no. 31 d, line 56) argue to the participation of the Council of the Areo- 
pagus, but the placement of fragment d on the stele containing Gerusia, no. 31, is 
not guaranteed. Without the inclusion of Gerusia, no. 31 a, there is no reason to 
see a decree of the Council of the Areopagus in Gerusia, no. 31, lines 32-43, or no. 32, 
lines 21-29. If this document is again identified as a decree of the demos, Meritt's 
restoration of a prytany date at the beginning of line 21 can stand unaltered. On the 

s I.G., IV, i, 83 (== S.I.G.3, 796 B, II). 
7J. H. Oliver, The Sacred Gerusia, Hesperia, Supplement VI, 1947, pp. 125-142, nos. 31-32. 

In Hesperia, XX, 1951, pp. 350-354, Oliver reassigned fragment Gerusia, no. 31 a, to the text of 
Gerusia, no. 32, and restored it as paralleling the text of Gerusia, no. 31, lines 24-33. In Hesperia, 
XXXII, 1963, pp. 26-30, no. 27, B. D. Meritt displaced this fragment back to Gerusia, no. 31, and 
added a new fragment to Gerusia, no. 32, which paralleled the text of Gerusia, no. 31, lines 14-4-0. 
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other hand the heading does not resemble those of other actions of the demos. The 
speaker is introduced by the phrase yvcoyrv ayopEVo-aros (-sententiarn pro nuntia- 
vit? 8), and the statement that the presiding officer "put the question" is another 
oddity. 

The heading of the document copied by Cyriacus probably began with the archon 
date. Because the length of line is undetermined, the function of the man from 
Pallene is not clear. Likewise it is impossible to state whether he is to be identified 
with the herald. Amphias appears to be the patronymic of a man whose name is 
given in the genitive case. The action is introduced by the phrase E'8o]eEV i-q3t E 

'Al [pELov 'ayov 3ovXXr'C. We may presume that, like the other two actions of the 
Council of the Areopagus cited above, this also was a hypomnematismos.9 

Amphias (line 2) is not a common name at Athens in the centuries after Christ 
except in a family from the deme of Oion of the tribe Leontis. In A.D. 155/6 two 
sons of Amphias of Oion were ephebes, Eisarchos and Amphias (I.G., I12, 2068). 
One of these, restored as the former by Kirchner, was cosmete somewhat later while 
the other served as anticosmete (I.G., I12, 2110). A member of the next generation, 
Amphias, son of Amnphias, was ephebe around A.D. 200 and served as gymnasiarch 
and as agonothetes of the Hadrianeia (I.G., I12, 2199). An earlier generation may be 
represented in a list of prytaneis of Leontis if we can restore [' a .8. . . 'A]P+t[ov] 
(B. D. Meritt, " The Inscriptions," Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 55-56, no. 42). The 
restoration at the beginning of line 3 cannot be certain, but the rarity of the name 
coupled with the date at which the family became prominent makes it likely. 

Marcus Aurelius Alkamenes of Lamptrai (line 11) belongs to a well-documented 
family.10 He is probably the hoplite general of A.D. 209/10. Roman citizenship seems 
to have been granted during the reign of Commodus (I.G., I12, 2119, lines 18, 24, 
and 238) before or at the time when he was an ephebe; surprisingly enough he appears 
to be the first member of the family to have received it (I.G., I12, 2191, lines 1, 2 and 
128-138). His real prominence came under Septimnius Severus and his sons (I.G., 
112, 1077, lines 8-9), when Alkamenes reached the hoplite generalship. Another frag- 
mentary Athenian document " has been dated to his hoplite generalship because of 
a reference to the price of grain (line 2) coupled with a reference to Alkamenes' 

"Th. Mommsen, R5iiisches Staatsrecht3, Leipzig, 1888 (reprinted 1971), III, pp. 986-987, 
cites references from Cicero's letters. 

9 On the hypomnnemtatismnos see most recently D. J. Geag,an, The Athenian Constitution after 
Sitlla, Hes peria, Supplement XII, 1967, pp. 42-44. To the examples there cited add K. Clinton, 
'Apx. 'E+., 1971, pp. 121-124, no. 17. The term continued to be used of actions of the Council of 
the Areopagus after it had ceased to occur in dedications. 

10 Geagan, op. cit., pp. 172-173. 
11 Hesperia, XXXVII, 1968, pp. 279-282. The nature of the lettering is remarkably identical 

to that of the document copied by Cyriacus, except that it is 0.001 m. smaller, and the intervals 
from the base of one line to the base of the next are very slightly narrower. Both documents are 
of Pentelic marble, but the surface dressings differ. 
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name. This text handles matters very much akin to those in the document copied by 
Cyriacus; reference is made to the Council of the Areopagus (lines 16 and 23), once 
apparently as a judicial body, sureties (line 11), moneys (passim), and the appre- 
hension of debtors (line 24). 

Oliver has associated the document copied by Cyriacus with the Hadrianic recodi- 
fication, but he suggested that it was inscribed at a later date, when the necessity 
arose of publishing a reminder. The conjunction of the two documents inlvolving 
Alkamenes and the Council of the Areopagus indicates the possibility of extensive 
refurbishing of the financial stability of the city of Athens. Economic indicators of 
such a need are difficult to find,"2 but it can hardly be doubted that the exactions of 
Septimius Severus and Caracalla put a strain on the class of men most liable to 
liturgies.13 The tenor of both documents could suggest an increasing reluctance to 
assume municipal responsibilities. The Council of the Areopagus would then appear 
in the role of regulating and enforcing such liturgies. 

Two of the four faces of the monument seem to have been uninscribed. A 
moulding ran across the upper edge of one of the inscribed faces, and probably had 
counterparts on one or more of the other faces. Each of these mouldings would have 
been balanced by one at the base. It is most likely that the monument was in the 
form of a statue base, but one so placed that two sides were obscured from view. 

DANIEL J. GEAGAN 
MCMASTER UNIVERSITY 

12 John Day, An Economic History of Athens under Roman Domination, New York, 1942, 
pp. 252-258; J. A. 0. Larsen, " Roman Greece," in T. Frank, An Economic Survey of Ancient 
Rome, Baltimore, 1938, pp. 492-493. 

13 See M. Rostovtzeff, The Social and Economic History of the Roman Empire, Oxford, 1957, 
translated from the Italian edition of 1933, pp. 406-415 for Septimius and 415-425 for Caracalla 
and Alexander. 
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-~~~~~~~~~~.-" 

_-f~~~~~~~~~~~e 

a. B.M.I., no. 50, Face B 

b. I 3155 + 5740, Face B 

Lat Ka 

2_'~~~~~ ?..^ & i_1 

c. EM 3013 Fac B ; 

DANIEL J. GEAGAN: A DECREE OF THE COUNCIL OF THE AREOPAGUS. 
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d. I 3155, Face A 

e. I 5198, Face A 

f.I68,Fc 
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